Mutual Bank Finds Secure Data Transfer Solution with Fast Implementation

About a year ago, Think, a mutual bank located in the Midwest, was searching for a way to transfer data between disparate banking systems. Although Think’s core system is the i5, the business banking segment runs on MS SQL. Getting all the data into one place (the i5), then copying updated files back to the MS SQL system was a challenge that had to be met on a daily basis. Van Sy, Lead Systems Administrator at Think, was tasked with finding a PCI compliant solution – fast.

Finding the Right Fit

Although Think had a product that performed some of the functions they needed, Sy began a search for a product with more functionality, and one that could be implemented in the short timeframe he was given. Sy states, “We own another product that has some FTP functionality, but it doesn’t have the data push that we wanted. We wanted to be able to copy just certain fields from a SQL database over to the i5, and GoAnywhere does that, all in one package.

Due to our short timeline – literally, we were looking at just a month – we didn’t want or have time to do any coding ourselves, so GoAnywhere became the obvious choice.”

Planning for the Future

“We’ve been running GoAnywhere for about a year now, using the database push and the FTP functionality. In the short term, we’ll probably extend it out to other systems than just our business banking side. With GoAnywhere, it’s a secure FTP client, so I’ll be moving some of the older systems over to it.”

Adds Sy, “Most of the other solutions out there do one or two things, but not the whole package – that’s the reason we went with the GoAnywhere product. It really met all of our specific needs, with the database conversion, the database push and the secure FTP.”
About Think Bank

Headquartered in Rochester, Minnesota, Think Bank is a full-service banking institution with branches throughout the Midwest United States. Think Bank specializes in home mortgages, home equity, consumer loans, Visa cards, checking, savings, money markets, CDs and financial planning.

Operating under a mutual model, Think has over 100,000 members and assets of more than $1.3 billion.

www.thinkbank.com

About Linoma Software

Founded in 1994, Linoma Software provides innovative technologies to consistently meet evolving data transmission, translation, encryption and compression needs. Linoma Software has a diverse install base of over 3,000 customers around the world including corporations, non-profit organizations and government entities. With its dedication to research, development and superior customer service, Linoma Software is recognized as a leader in software development.

Customer Support

The success of Linoma Software is largely due to our customer-centric approach to the markets we serve. Providing the highest level of customer support is our number one priority. We are able to efficiently respond to any issues or questions through phone, email and live online assistance.
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